
The year-round winter tread for 
trucks, coaches, and city buses

Find out more on www.bandag.eu

RW-DRIVE 001



Regional Winter Drive – Trucks, coaches, and city buses

1) Versus pattern design of new Bridgestone RW-DRIVE 001.

The optimised design of this premium 

quality winter tread is ideal for regional 

and urban driving year-round. Its 

unique pattern evolves from a pure 

winter tread to an all-season tread 

as it gets worn, providing boosted 

traction performance in all seasons 

without having to change tyres. 

It achieves this by integrating 

Bridgestone’s advanced technologies, 

such as the sipe geometry which 

includes deep sipes, sipe tie-bar, and 

sipe density reduction, which ensure 

the Bandag RW-DRIVE 001 tread 

delivers long-lasting snow traction 

without compromising wear life.

Furthermore, the tie bars between the 

tread blocks in the shoulder area increase 

the circumferential stiffness. As a result, 

heel and toe wear is reduced across 

the entire pattern, making it last longer 

and providing better driving comfort.

The Bandag RW-DRIVE 001 is the 

perfect tread to extend the life of the 

new Bridgestone RW-DRIVE 001 as well 

as other premium tyres.

High performer 
in winter operations
Thanks to the winter pattern design and 

3PMSF-marked.

All-year usage
With its evolving tread, the Bandag RW-DRIVE 001 

has been optimised for year-round usage 

for regional and urban driving.

Boosted traction 
performance over tyre life
Thanks to new sipe configuration 1), the Bandag 

RW-DRIVE 001’s unique tread pattern provides 

improved balanced performance (wear/traction) 

and a high level of traction in accordance with all 

seasons needs, without having to change tyres.

Fleet managers want to keep their fleet 

of trucks, coaches, and city buses on the 

roads, without the need for seasonal 

tyre changes, even when the weather 

shifts from rain and mild snow in winter 

to sun and showers in summer.

This is why Bandag has developed the 

premium Bandag RW-DRIVE 001 tread, the 

successor to the Bandag W990+ tread. 

The reliable, cost-effective, and sustainable retread solution by Bridgestone, 
supporting the transition towards a circular economy.

The perfect match to 
extend tyre life and 
reduce cost per km.
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Bandag RW-DRIVE 001

RW-DRIVE 001

295/80R22.5

275/70R22.5

Tyre size*

* Contact your Bandag 
dealer for other sizes.


